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ABSTRACT 
A new method of finding explicit solutions of Lyapunov equations is described 
based on a lemma on one-dimensional perturbations of invertible operators. If Y 
satisfies the equation Y - CYC* =bb* for an appropriate vector b, then X= Y _ ’ 
satisfies X-C*XC=aa* for a given vector a. A concrete example [with a= 
(LO,..., O)r] is given. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1960 the present author discovered the following remarkable fact [l]. If 
T is a linear operator on an ndimensional Hilbert space whose spectral radius 
is smaller than its norm, then JZ’ 1 * ‘/* < T ) 1. The existence of an exponent m 
for which (Tm(l/m <(T( is, of course, obvious, since these numbers tend to 
the spectral radius, which is less than ( T 1 by assumption. what is significant 
here, however, is the fact that this happens already after n steps, n being the 
dimension of the space. This result made it possible to expect more precise 
quantitative estimates for the convergence of 1 Tm ) lb to the spectral radius- 
not only the asymptotic one- and led the author to the problem of finding 
sharp (i.e. attained) estimates for IT” 1, given IT 1 and IT ( (T, the spectral 
radius. To find the sharp estimate we have to compute 
max{lT”‘l:ITI<l, ]TI,,<:r} 
for each 0~ r< 1, where T ranges over linear operators on ndimensional 
Hilbert space. As a first step towards solving this maximum problem it is 
natural to consider the considerably easier maximum problem where the 
difficult constraint ) T ) (f <r is replaced by a more restrictive constraint: the 
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operator T should be annihilated by a given polynomial p of degree n. If w is 
another polynomial, we shall denote by C( p, w) the maximum 
again for T acting on n-dimensional Hilbert space. The solution of this 
maximum problem leads in a natural manner [2] to the consideration of an 
equation of Lyapunov type, 
X-C*XC=E. 
where C is the companion matrix of the polynomial p, and E is the matrix 
with e,, = 1 and eik =O for all other pairs i, k. It might seem surprising that 
the natural framework for the study of these problems is the infinite- 
dimensional Hilbert space Z2; the reader is referred to the author’s paper [2] 
for convincing arguments in favor of this statement. A considerable simplifica- 
tion of some of the formulae may be obtained by treating l2 as H2, the Hardy 
space of analytic functions. This, however, is much more than a technical 
convenience- much deeper insight into the structure of the extremal opera- 
tors is gained by doing so, and not only that: interesting connections with 
some classical complex function theory are revealed. 
It is one of the purposes of the present note to show that methods 
developed in the study of these extremum problems may also be applied with 
advantage to find explicit formulae for solutions of Lyapunov equations. We 
intend to point out a connection between Lyapunov-type equations 
x- C*XC=aa*, 
Y-cyc*=l&*. 
where a and h are appropriate vectors. We use the functional representation 
of l2 to describe a surprisingly simple way of finding a solution of a particular 
case of a Lyapunov-type equation of the second type; in the process of doing 
so we establish a number of relations which seem to be interesting in their 
own right. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by l2 the Hilbert space of all square integrable sequences 
f=(fe, fi,, . .) with scalar product (f, g)=XF*=,fi’g;. To each f we assign a 
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function f( z ) = 2; f, z” which is holomorphic in the disc 1 z ) -=c 1; the space of 
these functions is the Hardy space H 2. A dense subspace of Hz is formed by 
functions which are holomorphic even in a neighborhood of the unit disc, In 
this case it is easy to show that 
the integral being taken counterclockwise on the unit circle. This formula 
remains true in the general case if properly interpreted. We denote by S the 
backward shift on Z2: if x=(x0, x1, ~a,.. .), then Sx will be the sequence 
(r,, x2>... ). In the functional representation S transforms the function finto 
the function (l/z)[f(z)-f(O)]. The operator S* is the isometry (S*f)(z)= 
zf( z). With each function g E H2 we shall associate a function g defined by 
g(a) = g( z*)*: the coefficients of g are the conjugates of the coefficients of g. 
The space H2 has a complete orthonormal system consisting of the functions 
e,(z)=z”, n-0,1,2 ).... 
We shall consider a fixed polynomial p of degree n. It will be convenient 
to write p in the form 
p(z)= -(a, +a,z+ . . . +u,_lZ”-l)+Z”, 
so that its companion matrix assumes the form 
‘0 1 0 0 ’ 
0 0 1 0 
c10 0 0 0 . 
0 0 0 1 
\ a0 a1 a2 an-1 
We shall make the assumption that all roots of p lie inside the unit circle and 
ao#O. We definepaas 
P,(_)=a”P( $ )*=a(; j 
and denote by cp the H2 function 
P(Z) 
Tw= - 
POW ’ 
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so that v is inner; also cp is holomorphic even in a neighborhood of the unit 
circle. 
Let us recall some facts from the author’s paper [2]. Their proofs are not 
difficult; in any case they are given in detail in [2, 31. 
With the polynomial p we can associate an n-dimensional subspace K(p) 
of H2 for which the following equivalent descriptions may be given: 
(I) K(p)=Kerp(S). 
(2) K(p)=Kerq(S). 
(3) K(p) is the set of all solutions of the recurrence relation 
x rtfl =u()x, + . . . fun-_1X,+,_1. 
(4) K(p) is the set of all rational functions of the form 
where w is a polynomial of degree less than n and poo( x) =z”p( l/z) 
(5) In the case where all the roots of p are distinct, K(p) is the linear span 
of the functions g,(z)= l/(1 - az) where (Y runs over all roots of p. 
It is not difficult to see that K’ consists of all multiples of the (inner) 
function $. The space K induces a decomposition of each f E H2, 
f=m+@h, 
such that p(S)m=O and h is a suitable H2 function; this decomposition is 
unique. We shall denote the orthogonal projection of H2 onto K by P(K). 
To illustrate how the projection of a given function may be evaluated let 
us give an example which will also be useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.1. The projection of e, is 
P(K)eo =l+a,+(z). 
Proof. We are looking for a function m of the form w(z)/p,(z) such 
that the degree of w is less than n and 1 -m(z) is a multiple of @. Since q 
itself equals (p/PO)- =p-/pW, this task is equivalent to that of finding a 
polynomial w of degree < n - 1 for which pW( z ) - w( .z ) is a multiple of $. In 
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this case clearly a constant multiple is sufficient: the difference p, -A@ will 
be a polynomial of degree <n- 1 if we liquidate the highest power of z. This 
is done by choosing X=uO. n 
We shall denote by H, the n-dimensional Hilbert space of column vectors 
of length n. The coordinates of an element g EH, will be indexed 
gOlgl>...Tgn-l’ so that g=(g,,g,,...,g,_,)T. We shall assign to g the 
element Vg of H2 defined as 
vg=g, +g,z+ . ‘. +gnPlzn-l 
The adjoint of this mapping is the projection P of an Z2 sequence onto its first 
n components. 
We denote by S, the operator defined on H, by the matrix 
‘0 1 0 ‘.. 0’ 
0 0 1 ... 0 
S” = 
. . . . . . 
0 0 0 . . . ; 
\o 0 0 ‘.. 0 
so that SneO =O and Snei =ei_l for lGj<n-1. We can thus write S, =SV, 
whence Sz = PS. In the sequel we shall identify H, with VH,, so that H, is 
the space of all polynomials of degree G n - 1; furthermore, for g E H, 
S,g= Srp(Z)-g(O)l> 
S,*g=zg(z)-g”_,z”. 
For our further investigations the following expressions for C and C* are 
essential; they are interesting in their own right. Together with the formula 
from Lemma 1.1 they are the key to the main result. 
LEMMA 1.2. lf g is a polynomial of degree not exceeding n- 1, then 
n-1 
cg=Sg+ ( i 2 aigi znpl =Sg-(g, @>e,-,, 0 
n-l 
C*g=Pz.g(z)+g,_, 
i i 
I: a;z’ =s;-g,& 
0 
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Proof. Immediate verification. n 
The following observation turns out to be useful: 
If B is an operator for which B* is an isometry, then I-B*B is the 
orthogonal projection onto Ker B. For B= cp(S) this yields P(K) = Z- 
cp(S)*rp(S) and, when restricted to H,, l-(p(S,)*rp(S,)=l-Z$(S)*cp(S)= 
P[l-~(S)*&S)]=PP(K). 
LEMMA 1.3. Zf fEK then CPf=PSf. 
Proof. Since f E K and lj E K I, we have (f, fi)=O. Also, let us observe 
that P@=@- e,,; taking this into account and using (1, l), we have 
cpf=Spf--(pf, rS)e,_,=SPf-( f, @-e,)e,_l 
=SPf+fne,_l =PSf. n 
2. THE LYAPUNOV EQUATION 
Now we are ready to describe the solution of two equations of Lyapunov 
type. 
Let us set b=PS$; the one-dimensional operator x+(x, b)b has matrix 
bb* if b is interpreted, this time, as a column vector whose coordinates are the 
first n coefficients of S@. 
THEOREM 2.1. The solution of the equation 
X - CXC* = bb* 
is the matrix I--cp(S,)*cp(S,). 
Proof. It suffices to prove, for each polynomial f of degree not exceeding 
n- 1, the relation 
[PP(K)-CPP(K)C*] f=(f, b)b. 
Given fEH,, we have, by Lemma 1.3, CPP(K)C*f=PSP(K)C*f= 
PSP(K)[zf(x)-f,_,$(z)]=PSP(K)zf(z). If we denote by m the element 
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P(K)f, we have f-m=c@h for a suitable hEH2, so that 
zf(z)-zm(z)+fi~((z)=@(z)[zh(z)+j?] 
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for each constant p. Let us show that it is possible to determine /3 so as to 
have zm(z)-_P@(z)EK. 
First of all, if zm( z)-&(z) is to be in K, we must have (sm( z)- 
&3(z), r@( z))-0; assuming this, a necessary condition for the inclusion 
zm - /3$ E K can be obtained upon multiplying the above equation @. Thus 
=P(@, @ )==P. 
This choice of /3 is already sufficient for zm-/%$ to be perpendicular to all 
multiples of @. Indeed, /3 was chosen to have this for constant multiples of q. 
We show next that zm - firj is automatically perpendicular to functions of the 
form $( z)g( z) with g(O)=O, regardless of the choice of fi. Since m E K, we 
have 
At the same time, (C@(Z), @(.z)g(z)) = (1, g(z)) = 0. This shows that 
P(K)zf(z)=zP(K)f-(zf(z),$)r@. Hence CPP(K)C*f=PS[zP(K)f-fi@]= 
PP(K)f-/3PS@=Z’P(K)f-/lb and [E’(K)-CPP(K)C*]f=pb. Now /3= 
(zf(z),@)=(f,S@)=(f,PS$)=(f,b). Theproofiscomplete. n 
To conclude, let us state a lemma on one-dimensional perturbations. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be an invertible operator on a Hilbert space H, and let 
R be the onedimensional operator defined by Rx=(x, f)e. Set a=l- 
(G-‘e, f). If o#O, then G-R is invertible and (G-R)P’=G-‘+ 
a-‘G-‘RG-‘. lf o=O, then G-R is singular, (G-R)G-‘e=O. 
Proof. Immediate verification. 
As a corollary let us mention a result of N. J. Young [S]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The solution of 
X-C*XC=e,e$ 
is X=[Z-rp(S,)*cp(S,)]-‘. 
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Proof. We have seen in Theorem 2.1 that Y = 1 - Q$ S,)*cp( S,,) satisfies 
Y-CYC*=bb*, 
where h = P!@. It follows from the preceding lemma that Y -’ - C*Y -‘C= 
y-1_(~-ly~*-l)~l~y~l_(y+~~l~~*~*-')~l~a-ly-l~-'~(y-l 
C-lb)*, where o=l+(Y-‘C-‘b,C-‘b). 
Now recall that P(K)e, =e, +u,r@, so that, by Lemma 1.3, CYe, = 
CPP(K)e, =PSP(K)e, =a,PS~=aob, whence 
y -‘C-lb= 1, 
a0 
0 
and 
c-‘b=~yq- 
a0 
- $PP(K)e,, 
It follows that 
= -$e, +a,P$). 
so that Y -’ -C*Y -lC=e,e$. n 
3. FINAL REMARKS 
It is obvious that the idea used in the proof of the preceding corollary is 
just a particular case of a general proposition relating the right-hand side of 
X- C*XC and that of X -i - CX -lC*. This proposition can be applied with 
advantage also in other analogous situations to find solutions of Lyapunov 
equations in explicit form [4]. In this proposition C can be any nonsingular 
matrix. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Consider the two equations 
X-C*XC=aa*, 
x-‘-cr’C*=bb*. 
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(1) 
(2) 
Equation (1) is equivalent to (2) for 
Equation (2) is equivalent to (1) for 
a=[l-(Xb, b)] -1’2C*Xb=[1+(XC-lb,C-~b)]~1’2XC-16. 
Proof. This proposition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2, and 
its proof will be left to the reader. Nevertheless the last relation is interesting 
and deserves to be formulated separately. In fact, if X -’ is the solution of (2), 
then 
x-‘C*Xb=[l-(Xb,b)]C_lb= 1 
l+(XC-‘b,C?b) 
C-lb. 
To prove these relations, rewrite Eq. (2) as an identity between operators: for 
each vector x 
X-‘x-CX-‘C*x=(x, b)b. 
If we set here x=Xb we obtain 
b-CX-lC*Xb=(Xb, b)b, 
and this gives the first of the two relations. Upon setting x= C* -‘XC -‘b we 
obtain 
X-‘C*-‘XC-‘b-b=(C*-‘XC-lb, b)h=(XC?b,C-lb)b 
and the second relation. n 
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